


The beginning of
a great story



Your life, extraordinary



Large open spaces, smooth textures, and light, lots of light. 
The loft culture, converted industrial buildings, functional 
space, we now call home.

From the fusion between architecture, design and 
functionality grows the New York Collection. Silky 
countertops dressing elegant spaces that excite the touch, 
arouse the senses and bring us to the Big Apple, to its 
streets, to its corners, to its stories...





“...She pushed aside one of the many bouquets of roses 
that populated her apartment. She opened that bottle of 
champagne she had been keeping for a special occasion. 
She poured herself a glass and let the bubbles soothe her 
tired throat. Tomorrow the whole city would be talking 
about her success...”

The Broadway  
première

CHAPTER 1









Your temple





“...They took shelter in a bakery on Bleeker Street because it 
was raining cats and dogs, and he bought her some honey 
cakes.  The next morning she found a note with a short verse 
that made her think that fate was by no means ready-written: 
‘If you weren’t here, New York wouldn’t exist.” And the note 
was still there, a year later, hanging from the fridge...”

Date at 10 in  
the West Village

CHAPTER 2









Your life





“...While on his stroll he gathered fallen leaves from the maple 
trees, each of a different colour, from deep green to bright 
sienna. He returned to his apartment and spent the whole 
night combining them, giving shape to a collection that he 
would be presenting in Paris and Milan in less than a year...”

The Autumn Leaves 
in Central Park

CHAPTER 3









Your ideas



COMPAC TECHNOLOGICAL QUARTZ is composed of 95-97% pure quartz, 3-5% agglomerate polymer in high-quality polyester resin and less than 1% 
pigment. Quartz is one of the hardest minerals in nature and gives COMPAC TECHNOLOGICAL QUARTZ worktops outstanding levels of abrasion  
and scratch resistance.

Datasheet

The values shown on this data sheet are typical values only, and therefore not legally binding. 
For further information, please contact our Technical Department.

Units Values

Fire reaction
UNE-EN-ISO 9239-1:2002 & ISO 1716:2002

Euroclasses A2fl s1

Thermal expansion coefficient
UNE EN 14617-11:2006

°C-1 34,0 x 10-6

Flexural resistance
UNE EN 14617-2:2008

MPa 60

Impact resistance
UNE EN 14617-9 2005 

J 12 - 15

Slip resistance
UNE EN 14231: 2004

USRV
16 wet
40 dry

Water absorption
UNE EN 14617-1:2013

% 0,073 – 0,102

Compression resistance
UNE EN 14617-15:2005

MPa 263

Apparent density
UNE EN 14617-1:2013

kg/m3 2,300

Abrasion resistance
UNE-EN 14617-3:2012

mm 28,5

Chemical resistance
UNE EN 14617-10:2012

C4
Acids: C4           Alkali: C4  

(Materials maintaining at least 80% of their resistance reference value 
8 hours after acid or base attack)

Surface hardness
UNE EN 101 Ceramic tiles. 

MOHS 6 - 7

Sizes
Useable surface area
305 x 140 cm

Standardised thicknesses
20 mm and 30 mm  depending on application and format

Finish
Only available in Glacé Finish.







Just for you



compac.us
compac.es
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